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The IPCC’s trifecta of Special Reports confirm the urgency of addressing climate change.

- 1.5°C (2018)
- Oceans and Cryosphere (SROCC, 2019)
- Climate Change and Land (SRCCL, 2019)

These reports make the irrefutable case for the 2020s to be a landmark decade of uncompromising global action.

The future of our world, especially for small island and low-lying coastal developing states, depends on bolder national plans and decisive action to hold global temperature rise well below 1.5°C.

While every COP is an opportunity to raise ambition, the rapidly narrowing window of opportunity to act means COP 25 must trigger our “Decade of Ambition.”

COP 25 is our opportunity to raise ambition and mobilize action consistent with our fight for a viable 1.5-degree world.

Let us seize this opportunity to make COP 25 a springboard for heightened global ambition and decisive action in 2020 and beyond.

Our Decade of Ambition will be a partnership success story that secures our climate legacy. Together, we can rise to the challenges imposed by the climate emergency and thrive!

Our Decade of Ambition must:

1. Close the mitigation gap to safeguard the Paris goal of achieving 1.5°C
2. Enhance action and support for Loss & Damage through a fit-for-purpose Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss & Damage
3. Fulfill the climate finance pledge of US$100B per year by 2020 & ambitious replenishment of the Green Climate Fund
4. Deliver a new climate finance goal that reflects our ambition for a 1.5°C world
5. Guarantee robust guidance and rules on markets under Article 6 that:
   - Moves beyond the zero-sum game of pure offsetting
   - Fosters ambition
   - Ensures environmental integrity; and
   - Deliver overall reduction in global emissions